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A negative answer is provided to a question of Erdos. Specifically, a two celled 
partition of N is provided with the property that neither cell includes an infinite 
set together with all finite products and pairwise sums from that set. Also, a 
seven celled partition of N is provided with the property that no cell includes an 
infinite set together with all pairwise products and pairwise sums from that set. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Erdiis asked [l] whether it is always possible, given a two cell partition of N, 
to find one cell and an infinite subset all of whose “multilinear expressions . . . 
(where each variable occurs only once)” are in that cell. We present here, in 
Section 2, a counterexample to the weaker assertion that, given a two cell 
partition of N, one cell has all finite products and pair-wise sums from some 
infinite subset. We also show in Section 2 that not every finite partition of N 
has a cell with all pairwise sums and products from an infinite subset of the 
cell. (See [3] and [4] for more detailed discussion of the history of this 
problem.) 
Section 3 consists of a brief discussion of related problems. 
The author would like to express his gratitude to B. Rothschild for one 
very helpful conversation. 
2. THE COUNTEREXAMPLES 
We write N for the positive integers, w  for the non-negative integers (i.e., 
the finite ordinals), [Alb for the set of b-element subsets of A, and fin(A) for 
the set of finite non-empty subsets of A. We introduce now some special 
notation. 
* The author gratefully acknowledges upport received from the National Science 
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2.1. DEFINITION. (a) If A C N, then R?(A) = (C I;: F E fin(A)), FP(A) = 
{JJ F: FE fin(A)}, PS(4) = (x + y: (x, y} E [412}, and PP(4) = {x . y: 
-CA Yl E [4121- 
(b) For x in N, a(x), b(x), C(X), and d(x) are integers determined by 
'Jo < x < ~G(z)+~,~cz(z) + 2b(") < x < ~CS(D) + 2b(S)+l(provi&dx f ~cx(z)), 
2a(a)+l - 2~(“)+1 < x < 2@)+1 - 2C(@, and d(x) = maxit: 2t 1 x}. 
It will be helpful to note that a(x), b(x), C(X), and d(x) are respectively the 
positions of the leftmost 1, the next to leftmost 1; the leftmost 0, and the 
rightmost 1 of x when x is written in binary without leading zeroes. Thus if 
x = 1101100, then a(x) = 6, b(x) = 5, C(X) = 4, and d(x) = 2. 
The easy proof of the following lemma is omitted. 
2.2. LEMMA. Let x E N such that x # 2a(x) and let k E w. 
(a) b(x) 3 k if and only if x > 2a(x) -I- 2”. 
(b) b(x) < k if and only if x < 2a(x) + 2”+l. 
(c) c(x) > k if and only zj”x < 2a(2)+1 - 2”. 
(d) c(x) < k zfj- and only if x > 2a(0)+1 - 2’“fl. 
we now introduce some special sets, from which the counterexamples are 
constructed. 
2.3. DEFINITION. (a) A0 = (2%: y1 < w>, A, = (x E N\A,: C&C) is odd 
and x -=c 2a(0)-C1/2), A, = {x E N\A,: a(x) is odd and x > 2a(z)+1/2}, A, = 
(X E &\A,: a(x) is even and x < 2 a(s)+1/2), and 4, = {x E N\A,: a(x) is even 
and x > 2a(z)+1/2}. 
(b) B, = (x E N: a(x) - c(x) < d(x)} and Bl = {X E N: a(x) - c(x)’ > 
441. 
(c) Co = {x E N\A,: a(x) )- b(x) < d(x)] and Cl = 4x E N\A,: 
a(x) - b(x) > d(x)). 
(d) D,={x~N:x<2 a(~)+l(l - 2~(1c)-a(~))l/2) and ,c1, & (x 6 N: 
x > pw+l(l - 2ckE-a(z91/2)~ 
(e) E, = {x E N\A,: x < 2”(“)(1 + 2b(z)-a(z)+2)1/2} and El = {x E N\A,: 
x 2 2a’“,(l + 2b(z)-aW2)1/2). 
(f) F,, = (x E N: a(x) - C(X) is even} and Fl = (x E N: a(x) - c(x) 
is odd}. 
(g) G, = (x E N\A,: a(x) - b(x) is even} and G1 i= {x E N\A,: 
a(x) - b(x) is odd}. 
(h) H,, = {x E N: d(x) is even> and HI = {x E N: d(x) is odd 
(i) 1, = (X E N: x is even> and 1, = {x E N: x is odd}. 
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(j) JO = AI u (A, n Bl n I,,) u (A3 n C, n I,) u A, and J, = A, u 
(A, n BO) u (A, n B, n II) u (Ai n Cl n II) u (A3 n C,). 
(k) M,=A,uA,,K,=Al,~~=(A,nB,nD,nF,)u(A,nC,n 
J% n G3, K3 = (A, n BO n D, n Fl) u (A3 n Co n J?” n G,), & = 
(AZ n B. n DJ u (A3 n Co n I$), K5 = (A2 n Bl n I&) u (A3 n Cl n I&,): 
and K, = (A, n B, n HI) u [Aa n C, n HI). 
Note that (2, , J,> and (I&),,, are partitions of N. We proceed now to prove 
several lemmas leading up to the main results. Note that if {x, y> _C A, u A, 5 
then a(xy) = a(x) + a(y) and that if (x, i3 C A, u d, , then a(xy) = a(x) + 
a(y) + 1. Consequently, we have the following easy lemma. 
2.4. LEMMA. (a) If FE fin(A,) and FP(F) C A, , then u(L7F) = 1 I: ( - 
1 + CZEF 44. 
(b) IJ- F E fin(AJ and Fi(F) L A3 , then u(I7”) = CzEF a(x). 
2.5. LEMMA. (a) [f(x, y} C A, , then a(q) - c(q) -G 4x1 - 44. 
(b) If(x,:y) C A, , t/m u(xy), - b(xy) ,< u(x) - b(x). 
Proof. (a) Let (x, y} C A, , then a(xy) = a(x) + a(y) + 1. Now x i 
p(z)+1 ,~ 2c(s) and y <.p(ff)+f _ ~c(Y) .so xy ( 'phi _ ‘3tu)+ekd+l _ 
'J&,+cW+l + 2c(z,+cly, < 2a(0y,;l _ 2a(y)ic(m)+l~ Thus, by Lemma 23((6); 
c(w) z a(y) + c(x) + 1 = a(xy) 7 4x1 + c(x). Therefore n(xy) - +z(xy) < 
h(i) - c(x). 
(b) Let@, y) C A3 . Then u(xy), = u(x) + a(y). Since x > 2aczt + 2B(“T, 
and y > 2@?~) + 2b(y), we have xy 2 2aW + ‘JaW4(~) + ‘-#&-W $ 
‘Jbfz)fb(y) > ~u@?Y) $ 2a(?/);b(d 
b(x) = u(xy> - ‘i(i)’ + b(x). . 
Thus, by Lemma 2.2(a), b(xy) .> a(y) + 
The following lemma is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.5. 
2.6. LEMMA. (a) If. F E fi$a,), FP(F) _C A, , aBd ‘!x E F, then a(DF) - 
c(17F) < a(x) - c(x). 
@I If FE fWQ, FP(F> C A, , and x E F, then a(ilF) - b(IIlFj< 
u(x) - b(x). 
2.7. LEMMA. (a) If4 E-[AJo andFP(A) _C A, 9 then (u(x) - c(x): x E A] 
is unbounded. 
(b) IfA E [A31w mdFP(A) G Ag , then (a(x) - b(x): x E A} is t.&unded~~ 
PPOOJ (a) Suppose instead that there are some k in N and some B in 
[A]” such t;hat : a(x) - c(x) = k whenever x E B. Pick d in N such that 
((27~+1 - l)p+l)d < l/2. Pick F in [Bid and let a = CzeF u(x). By,‘Lemma 
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2.4(a), a&V’) = a + d - 1 and hence 2a+d-1 < I7F. On the other hand 
we have that for each x in F, x < 2 dd+l _ ~G(z) = pm+1 _ pm-7c = 
2a(z)-k(2k+l - 1). Consequently RI; < 2a-"d(2"+1 - 1)" < 2a-kd. 2""+d-1 s 
2a+d-1, a contradiction. 
(b) This proof is similar, choosing d so that ((2” + 1)/29”)d 2 2 and 
obtaining a contradiction to the fact that 17F < 2a+1. 
2.8. LEMMA. If A E [N]“, then there exists B in [AIW such that whenever 
{x, y} C B and x < y, one has d(x + y) < d(x) + 1. 
Proof. In the event that (d(x): x E A) is unbounded, choose B in [A]” 
such that whenever {x, y> C B and x < y one has d(x) < d(y). Then 
d(x + y) = d(x). Otherwise choose B in [A]” so that whenever {x, y> _C B 
one has that d(x) = d(y) and that 26(o)+2 I (x - 2d(“9 if and only if 
2d(z)+2 1 (y - 2d(“9. (i.e., in binary x and y are both . ..OlOO...O or both 
. . . 1 lOO...O). Then, whenever {x, y> C B, one has d(x + y) = d(x) + 1. 
2.9. LEMMA. (a) If A E [A, n B,]” and PS(A) C (A, n B,) u (A3 n C,,), 
then (a(x) - c(x): x E A} is bounded. 
(b) If A E [A3 n C,,]” and PS(A) C (A, n BO) u (A3 n C,,), then 
{a(x) - b(x): x E A) is bounded. 
ProoJ (a) Suppose instead that {a(x) - c(x): x E A} is unbounded and 
choose B in [A]” such that a(y) - c(y) > a(x) - c(x) whenever {x, y> _C B 
and x < y. Choose, by Lemma 2.8, C in [B]” such that d(x + y) ,< d(x) + 1 
whenever, (x, y> _C C and 6x < y. 
We consider first the case that {c(x): x E C} is bounded and pick D in [Clw 
such that a(x) > c(y) whenever (x, y} C D. Pick x in D and pick y in D such 
that a(y) - a(x) 3 d(x) 4 1. Now y 3 2a(~)+1 - 2c(Y) and x 3 2a(r) 3 
2c(g)+1 so x + y > 2a(~)+1. Also, x + y < 2a(y)+1 + 2a(z)+1. Thus a(x + y) = 
a(y) + 1 and b(x Q y) G a(x). Since a(x + y) = a(y) + 1, we have 
x+y$A,andhencex+yoA3nC,.Buta(x+y)-b(x+y)>a(y)+ 
1 - a(x) > d(x) + 1 3 d(x + y) so x + y 4 CO . 
Thus we assume that {c(x): x E C} is unbounded and choose D in [Clw 
such that c(y) > a(x) whenever {x, y} C D and x < y. Pick x in D and pick y 
in D such that a(y) - c(y) > d(x) + 2. Now x < 2a(z)+1 < 2c(~) and 
y < 2a(y)+I - 2c@) so x + y < 2 a(y)+l. Thus a(x + y) = a(y) and hence 
x+yEAznB0.Nowx+y>y32 a(Y)+1 _ p(Y)+1 = pcz+r,+1 _ 2c(Y)+l* 
Thus c(x + Y) < c(y). Hence 4x + y) - c(x + Y> Z a(y) - c(y) > 
d(x) + 2 > d(x + y>. 
(b) This proof is similar. In fact here if {x, y} _C A, and a(x) + 1 < a(y), 
then x + y 6 A, so there is only one case to consider. 
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2.10. LEMMA. -rf A u P&4) C (A, n &) u (A, n C,), then (d(x): x E A) 
is bounded. 
Proof. Suppose that {d(x): x E A) is unbounded (in which case A is 
infinite) and pick B in [A]” such that d(y) > d(x) whenever (x, y> C B and 
x < y. 
Assume first that B n A, is infinite. Pick x in 3 n A, and pick y in B n A, 
such that d(y) > a(x) - c(x). Then xy 6 A, so xy E A, n B, . But, by 
Lemma 2.5, c&y) - c(xy) < a(x) - c(x) < d(y) < d(xy) and hence xy 6 &. 
Similarly, if B n A3 is infinite we pick x and y in B n A, such that xy $ 
(4 n K> u 6% n Cd. 
2.11. LEMMA. IfBE(A,,A,nB,,A,nB,nI,,A,nC,nI,,A,n Co>, 
A E [Blw, andFP(A) Z J1 , then FP(A) C B. 
Proo$ It suffices to show that if (x, y} C B and xy E J1 , then xy E B. The 
case that B = A, is trivial. For the other cases note that (1) if (x, y) C A, , 
thenxyEAluAz,(2)if{x,y>CA,,thenxyEAQwAq,(3)if(x,Y)CI~, 
thenxyE11,and(4)B,,uC,ZI,. 
2.12. LEMMA. If B E (A, , A, n B1 n I, , A, n Cl n I, , A& then there is 
no A in [B]” such {hat FP(A) Z B. 
Proof. If B E (A, , A4} we have in fact that xy # B whenever (x, y> C B. 
Suppose A E [A, n B, n 1,,]” and FP(A) C A, n Bl n 1,. Pick x in A and 
pick F in [A\(x)] u(z)-c(z). Let G = F u Ix>. Then by Lemma 2.6, @7G) - 
c(I7G) < a(x) - c(x), while d(nC) >, a(x) - c(x) + 1 since each member 
of G is even. Thus 17G 4 Bl . 
The case that B = A, n Cl n lo is handled in an identical fashoin. 
2.13. LEMMA. There is no A in [Jolw such that FP(A) C J0 . 
ProoJ: Suppose A E [JOIW and FP(A) C .7, . Choose an increasing sequence 
(x,);=~ in A. Let L, = {FE fin(N): nncF x, E AlI, L, = (FE fin(N): 
nnaF x, E A, n B, n I,}, L, = (FE fin(N): nnEF x, E A3 n Cl n I,), and 
L, = (FE fin(N): nnsF x, E A4}. Then fin(N) = &, Li so by (the proof of) 
Corollary 3.3 of [2], one has some i c 4 and a disjoint sequence (M,J& 
in fin(N) such that lJlaeF iV, E Li whenever F E fin(hr). Letting D = (ntfM, xt: 
n E N} one obtains a contradiction to Lemma 2.12. 
We are now ready for the main results. 
2.14. THEOREM. It is not the case that there exist t in {O, l> and A in [J# 
such that FP(A) u PS(A) C Jt . 
Proof. Suppose one has such t and A and note that, by Lemma 2.13, 
t=l.ChooseB in (A,,A,nB,,A,nB,nI,,A,nC,nr,,A,nC,) 
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such that 1 B n A / = w  and let C = B n A. By Lemma 2.11, FP(C)‘C B. 
Assume first that B = A,. Choose x = 2” and y = 2” in C such that 
x > 1 and m ,> 2n., Then a(x + y) = m and b(x + y) = d(x + y) = ~1. If m 
is even, then x + y E A, u A, and hence, since x + y E J1 and x + y is even, 
x‘+yEAinC,,. But u(x+y)-b(x+y)=m-rz>rz=d(x+y) so 
x+y~C~. Thus m is odd so that x$y~A,nB,. But x+y= 
2”( I ‘+ 29 < 2”(1 + 2-2) < Fm+1/2 so x + y $ A, . 
Now assume B = A, n B,, . Pick x in C and, by Lemma 2.7, pick y in C 
such -that a(y) - c(y) > a(x) + 1. Since y E B, , d(y) > .a(x) + 1 and 
hence (no carrying occurs in the addition of x and y in binary) one has 
4x + Y> = a(y), 4x + Y> = C(Y), and d(x + y) = d(x). Thus Q(X + y) - 
c(x+y)>d(x+y)sothatx+y~B,.Since~(x+y)=~(~),x+y~A,, 
andsincex’+yiseven,x+‘y$I,.Thusxfy~J,. 
The case that B = A, n C, is handled in a similar fashion. 
Now: assume B = A2 n,B, n-1, , Pick D in [CIW such that, whenever 
(x, y> 2 0;’ 4’1 (x - 1) ‘f 1 an d only if 4 f (y - 1) (i.e., the two rightmost bits 
of x and y are identical). Then whenever (x, y} _C D, one has ‘d(x + y) = 1. 
Pick x in D such that a(x) > 2 and, by Lemma 2.7, ‘pick y in D such that 
U(Y) - c(y) > U(X) + 2. Since d(x + y) = 1 and x + y. > 2, x + y $4, . 
Since “x +.y ‘is even, x + y $ Ir . Thus x + y E, (A, n B,-,) u (A3 n C,). 
Assume x + y E A, ” B,, . Then a(x + y) = a(y) so x + y > 2acz+y)41 - 
2C(~)fl and hence c(x + y). < c(y). But then a(x + y) - C(X + y) 3’ a(y) - 
&)>a(~) &2,>d(x+y) so x+y#B,,,. VW x+,y~A~nC,, and 
hence tl(x + y) = u(y) + 1, Now x + y < 2a(y)+1’+ 2aV0)+1 = 2a(z+y) + 
2+)‘1. so b(x + y) < u(x). Hence a(x + y) - b(x + y) > u(y) - a(x) > 
2 >d(x+y)sox+y~Bi,. 
Finally assume B = A3 n C, n. 1, and, as above, pick x’ and y in C such 
that u(x) > 2, u(y) - b(y) > u(x) + 2, and d(x + y) = 1. Since x + y > 2 
and d(x+ y) = 1, x+y$A,. Since x +‘y is leven, x + y $1, . Now 
u(y), - b(y),> a(x) + 2 > 3 so b(.y) + 1 < a(y) -,2., Thus 2a(y)., < x + 
j., ,< ,pa(d +’ 2 bIy)+l + pb'"1 < pw + p(Y)-2 + 2cc(Y)-Z = 2dY1 + p(Y,-l* 
Hence,‘& 4 y) =, a(y) (so that x + y $‘A,), and b(x + y) < a(y) - 2. But 
then clcjc + ‘y),\- b(x + y) 3 2 > d(x + y)‘ so x + y Bs C0 1. The proof is 
complete. 
2.15. THEOREM. There do so! exist. i. -=c 7 and A.@ [Xi]” such that ES(A). U 
PP(A) _C & . 
PrqpjI~, Suppose we have such i and A. Now PP(A,) _C A, U A, and 
Pk(A,j‘ _C A, b’ A, so’ i f ‘1 and, if i = 0,‘then [ A’n A,, 1 + 9. In the latter 
case pick x = 2” and y = 2” in A n A,, so that & > ri ‘+ 3: Then x 3- y E 
A, u. As., Thus i’ f 0. 
Suppose .now that i E (5, 6). By ,Lemma 2.10, {d(x): x E: A) is bounded, 
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Pick distinct x and y in,A such that ,d(x) = d(y) and d(x I y) = d(x) + 1. 
Thenx+y~H,,ifandonlyifx~H~. 
Assume that i E (2,3) and-consider first the event that 1 A n (A, n 2$,)] = w. 
Let B = A n (A, n B,,) and note that, by Lemma 2.9, {a(x) - c(x): x E B> is 
bounded. Pick C in [I?]” and m such that a(x) - c(x) = m whenever x E C. 
Pick distinct x and y in C and, note that (x, y> _C D, , Then 2a(z)f1 - 2cczc,+1 =
2am,;1 _ ,pis-m+1 < x < 2iid+i(l _ p,-aW)l/Z = 2ake+l(l - 2-")1'2,,d 
2a(‘~)+-l - 2a(~)-m+l < y < 2@@)+1(1 - 2-m)l/z. Recalling that a(xy) = a(x) + 
U(Y) f 1, we have 2a(su,+l _ 2a(ay)-m+2 + 2a(ey)-2mil < xy < 2a(oY)+l _ 
2a(z+T?i+1. Thus c(xy) = a(xy) -: m + 1 so we have xy E FO if and only if 
x E Fl . Since xy 4 A,, this is a contradiction, 
Thus, with i E (2,3), we must have 1 A n (A3 n CO}1 = w. Let B = 
A n (A8 n CO) and note that, by Lemma 2.9, (a(x) - b(x): x E Bj is bounded. 
Pick C in [B]? and, m such that a(x) - b(x) = m whenever x E C. Pick 
distinct x and y ,in C and note ihat (x, y> C E, . Then I!*(z) + 2a(m)-nz < x < 
2Ud(l + 22-m)1/2 and 2d2~) + 2a(v)-m < y < 2a’“‘(l + 22-m)lP. Thus 2aW+ 
2OdY)-TWrl + 2OhY)-2m < xy < 2aCW) f 2a(ZYt-mi-2. Consequently b(xy) = 
a(xy) - 7% + 1 so that xy E GO if and only if x E G, . Since xy 4 A, , this is a 
contradiction. 
Finally assume that i = 4. Consider first the case that j A n (A, n B,,)j A= w  
and choose, as, above, C in [A n..(A, ,r\ II?,,)]” and 1% such that a(x) - q(x) = m 
whenever x E C. Pick distinct x and y in C and note that xy $ A3 . Note also 
that (x, y}-r D, . Then ‘J~a(03)1(1 - 2-m)lP < x < 2@3rs),+l _ 2acol-m and 
2a(Y)+l(l _ 2-+%)1/2 < y  < 2U(?4)+1 - 2@(7J)-m so that 2a(W)+l _ 2U(W)--n~il < 
xy < 2 a(izy)+l .m 2oCw-nz+1 + +w~-Zm-1<2a(~~,+1- 2a(o~)-)n~Th~~~(~~) = 
a(xy) _ m. But Xy < pc3c?l,+1 _ 2alzY,-m+l + 2d3cY)-Zrn =i pwl(l _ 2-m+ 
2-2172-l) < p(%Y,;l(l - 2-m)1/2 so that xy E D, . 
Thus we assume I A n (A3 n Co)i = w  and choose C in [A n (A3 n C,,)}” 
and m such that a(x) - b(x) = m whenever x E C. Pick distinct x and y in C 
and note that xy 4 A, and that (x, yj _C El . Thus 2”(“)(1 + 22-m)1/2 < x < 
~CA(CZ) + 2a(~)-m+l and 2~(~)(1 + 22-m)l/2 < y < 2a(Y) + 2a(~)-m+l 50 that 
fp(acY) + p(cw-nz+z < xy < 2Lh(OYI + 2a(sY)-m+2 + ~akw)--2m+2~ Consequently 
a(~) b(xy)=a(xy)-m+2.Nowxy~E,soxy~2 ( 1 + ‘Jb(“Y’-a’s?/‘+2 l/2 _ > - 
2a(zy)(l + 2--m+4)1/2. But also xy E A, so xy < 2@y) e 2112. Thus 1 + 2-n?+e < 2 
so we have m > 5. Since nz >, 5 (in fact since m > 3) we have 1 + 2-“*2 + 
2-Pm+2 < (1 + 2--m+4)1/2. Thus xy < 2a(ry)(l + z--m+2 + 2-2mn’2) ( 
2@g)(l + 2-m+4)1/*, a contradiction. 
3. SOME RELATED PROBLEMS 
The result of Theorem 2.15 is, in one sense, very sharp. That is it is known 
[4, Corollary 3.21 that given any finite partition 01 of N, some E in CI has 
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infinite A and B such that (1) F&4) u FP(B) _C E, (2) if x E IS(A) then x is in 
some infinite subset C of E with FP(C) G E, and (3) if y E FP(B), then y is in 
some Sirrite subset D of E with FS(D) C E. On the other hand, while 7 is 
undeniably finite, it is also much larger than 2. 
3.1. Question. (a) Does there exist a 2 cell partition of N so that 
neither cell includes an infinite set A together with PS(A) u PP(A)? 
(b) Does there exist a 2 cell partition of N so that neither cell includes 
an infinite set A together with FS(A) u PP(A) ? 
Finally we remark that essentially all of the finite versions remain open. 
(See [3] and [4] for those skimpy results which are known.) We state one of 
the stronger open questions. 
3.3. Question. Given finite k and r is it true that each r cell partition of N 
has some cell E and some A in [El” such that FS(A) u FP(A) Z E? 
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